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What it is
What it is not
Why do you care
What should you do about it

“Just because you're paranoid doesn't mean they aren't after you.”
― Joseph Heller, Catch-22

WHAT IT IS
►

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a scenario in which
objects, animals or people are provided with unique
identifiers and the ability to transfer data over a
network without requiring human-to-human or
human-to-computer interaction.





Scenario
External and Internal connections
Components to accomplish the objectives are around today

WHAT IT IS
►

►

Connectedness on Steriods
Data on everything coupled with analytics to identify
relationships and to “predict” future behavior




►

Monitor your whereabouts
Monitor your whereyouhavebeens

Dependent on connection and data storage and
analytics

WHAT IT IS

WHAT IT IS NOT (YET)
►

Completely here




►

Lack of fully connected infrastructures
Lack of funding for data storage
Lack of data analytics (too much data not enough time)

Regulated


European privacy laws will be the first regulatory test

WHAT IT IS NOT (YET)
►

Secure





►

A Threat


►

OPM Data Breaches
Sony Hack
Apple Proprietary Code
Common standards for information sharing are not adhered
to

Benign


Data collected/analyzed can be powerful tools or weapons

WHY DO YOU CARE?
►

It’s here (at least parts)






►

Amsterdam is “smart” city
Your vending machine is collecting your drink/candy preferences
Your home security system is remotely monitored and now controllable
on your smart phone
Yahoo is collecting your internet purchases
Your refrigerator can scan for items and use by dates and alert you for
spoilage

You are agreeing to privacy/release of your data all the time







Medical Provider
Employer
Cell Service
Internet provider
Social Media Site
Apartment complex?

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO ABOUT IT?
►

Look at IoT as an opportunity




►

Look at IoT with a healthy skepticism



►

Exponential infrastructure requirements
There’s now an app for everything
Business ventures are starting all the time
Be careful how connected you are
Be careful what you release and to whom

Open your eyes



Boundaries of government are being blurred
Just because something can be done doesn’t mean it needs to
be done

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO ABOUT IT? - TIPS
►

►

►

►
►

Start Small – don’t sign up for every new thing when it
becomes available, you will never be able to track them all,
let alone secure them.
Keep it Simple – automated notification of the need for
milk is harmless, automating insulin doses is not.
Rely on Nothing – especially when your physical wellbeing is concerned. Always, ALWAYS have a back-up if
your primary mechanism fails.
Minimize the Impact – expose only what you don’t mind
losing. Insure everything, especially your finances.
Take Responsibility – blame yourself if things go wrong,
don’t waste your time pointing fingers at others. This was
YOUR choice, live with it.

